Ning Ying's 2006 film Wuqiong dong/Perpetual Motion can be regarded as her first attempt to explore the genre of 'women's film'. Deviating from her previous neo-realist style, this film seeks to cultivate an alternative cinematic practice through developing a heavy-handed negative aesthetics. Ning Ying interiorizes the filmic exploration of female subjectivity in an enclosed time and space, which is constantly haunted by a spectral aesthetics characterized by audio-visual allusions to loss, grave, ruins and ghosts.
Introduction
Ning Ying's low-budget film Wuqiong dong/Perpetual Motion premiered on International Women's Day (8 March 2006) . Seemingly a response to criticism about the lack of gender consciousness in her previous xin xianshi zhuyi dianying/neo-realist films such as the 'Beijing sanbuqu'/'Beijing Trilogy ' (1992-2000) , 1 Perpetual Motion can be situated in such a tradition of 'women's cinema' with its Feeling distanced and estranged from this group of 'teshu de nüren'/'special women', audiences can hardly identify with the main characters and fail to establish a female viewing subject. At the same time, almost all the debates recognized the feminist initiatives of the film's alternative aesthetics and female authorship, while pointing to the centrality of the middle-aged celebrity actresses, including Hong Huang and Liu Suola.
Therefore, it is necessary to provide a brief introduction to their background, particularly their close connections with the 1980s cultural scene, which has been neglected in the film reviews.
Hong Huang, well known as a 'mingmen pinü'/hippie daughter of a reputable household, is Qiao Guanhua's stepdaughter and the ex-wife of Chen Kaige, a Fifth Generation film-maker who first gained his fame with Huang Tudi/Yellow Earth (1984) . 3 As one of the first group of exchange students from 'Red China', Hong was sent to study international politics at Vassar College in the early 1980s. Currently, she is the CEO of China Interactive Media Group, a multimedia advertising company targeting the Chinese middle class, particularly female consumers. Born in Beijing, currently Liu Suola is a New York-based, avant-garde musician composing and performing a 'Chinese brand of blues', 'a distinctive blend of Asian opera and folk blended with African-American blues 4 and jazz' (Pan 1999: n.p.) . Nonetheless, Liu is better known for her novel Ni biewu xuanze /You Have No Choice (1985) . Acclaimed for its bold linguistic experiment and dark humour, this piece of Chinese avant-garde literature portrays a group of restless music students' exploration of new forms and meanings of art and life in 1980s Beijing.
Liu's trademark cynicism, parody, word games and surrealist style and her hybridized blues all found their way into Perpetual Motion.
Both celebrities played a critical role in pushing a wave of nostalgia for the 1980s. (Zha 2006: 5) . 4 Commenting on the 1980s cultural production, Dai Jinhua characterized its leitmotif as 'the art of the Sons' that frames 'a historic act of Patricide ' (2002: 14) .
According to Dai, this patriarchal complex is a political allegory of the son generation's attack on official ideology in the hope of constructing a new cultural identity. Yet, in addition to the 'son generation', the 'daughter generation', which includes the woman director and leading actresses of Perpetual Motion, who also came of age during the Maoist era and participated enthusiastically in the high culture of the 1980s, an era fondly 5 remembered by Chinese intellectuals as the time of idealism and the second wave of Enlightenment, picking up where the May Fourth Movement had left off. Arousing a sense of nostalgia towards such male-female bonding in the 'Golden Age' of 'High Culture Fever', the fragmentary memories and dislocated history of Perpetual Motion set out 'to recreate not a particular historical setting but the cultural experience of a particular period' (Connor 1989: 178) .
Situated at such a historical and cultural conjuncture, the filmic narrative centring on the daughter generation's on-and off-screen star images are double-edged. On the one hand, their visibility not only raises the oft-overlooked issue of middle-aged and postmenopausal femininity but also evokes rich historical and political memories that are supposed to serve as an antidote to ongoing radical marketization and global consumerism. On the other, the social and cultural elite status of the celebrities problematizes the revolutionary message of the film, as attested by its controversial audience reception. This paradox links to a central problematic of 'women's film': how can women formulate 'feminine' narratives that keep 'the distance from official culture', if their privileged status in the phallocentric order risks a simple reproduction of male domination? (Lauretis 1985: 174) .
Struggling with this paradox, Ning Ying resorts to create a critical distance from the mainstream culture through an alternative cinematic practice. Throughout the film, the cultivation of such an alternative practice is made possible by her development of a heavy-handed negative aesthetic. In other words, the woman director chooses to desublimate and interiorize the filmic exploration of female subjectivity in an enclosed time and space, which is constantly haunted by a spectral aesthetics characterized by 6 surrealist overtones of and audio-visual allusions to death, grave, ruins and ghosts. I coin the term 'interiorized feminism' to refer to this feminist practice of negating that takes effect within a temporal-spatial closure on multiple (physical, psychological, linguistic and social) levels.
However, the strategies of 'interiorized feminism' and negative aesthetics fail to fend off the penetration of the Law of the Father or the domineering market rationale of post-socialist China. On the one hand, the market rationale manifests itself through an onscreen consumer aesthetics that lingers on and magnifies each fragmented detail of the women characters' classy domestic lifestyle. Apparently, they are privileged upper-class consumers thanks to China's polarizing social stratification. On the other hand, the film's marketing strategy cashes in the increasing popularity of middle-class melodramas among Chinese audiences. Selling it as the Chinese version of Desperate Housewives, the film's advertising campaign encourages audiences to acquire viewing pleasures from peeping into celebrity women's private lives.
As a result, the film's radical content and alternative aesthetics are, ironically, framed and packaged in prevailing consumer aesthetics and commodity fetishism on and off the silver screen. All these competing drives and accounts render the film a contested narrative constantly oscillating between avant-garde feminism and domestic melodrama, and between a register of disintegrating sisterhood and a celebrity scandal of adultery.
These gaps and ambivalences generate mixed messages, perpetual controversy and gnawing questions about the 'women's film'. Therefore, it is necessary to engage with interlocking textual, intertexual and contextual layers to examine the discursive and 7 aesthetic innovations, contradictions and limits of the daughter generation's cinematic feminism.
All post-menopausal women are castrates? 5 The script of Perpetual Motion was composed by Ning Ying, Liu Suola and Hong Huang, the self-named 'bitch club'. This 'bitch production', as Ning Ying calls it, is abundant with spur-of-the-moment scenarios and conversations. 6 In the following segments of the film, the rhythm of the narrative slows down to such an extent that one feels the cinematic time is frozen. The slow-moving and contemplative narrative in a stagnant time frame violates the usual expectations of Chinese audiences, who have gotten used to the fast-paced narrative flow and visual
The simple storyline of the film revolves around four post-menopausal women's disintegrating marriages and nostalgic memories. In the opening sequence, the camera zooms in and focuses on the insipid face of Niuniu (played by amateur actress Hong Huang), a middle-aged fashion magazine publisher, which happens to be Hong Huang's professional identity in real life.
Lying in bed listlessly, Niuniu suddenly realizes that her husband has not come home this evening. Neither can he be reached by phone. Trying to figure out his whereabouts, Niuniu checks his laptop, where she discovers a series of love letters addressed to her husband. In these love letters, an anonymous woman describes vividly the sexual pleasures that she enjoys with Niuniu's husband and declares that she wants to drive Niuniu crazy. Hence, on the eve of the Chinese New Year (traditionally a time for family reunion), Niuniu invites friends over in order to find out which one of them might be her husband's secret mistress. The next morning, Niuniu gets a phone call from the police, informing her that her husband has died in a car accident, with an 18-year-old girl sitting next to him. At this news, Niuniu feels utterly lost, Mrs Ye is dumbfounded, Qinqin bursts into tears, while Lala laughs hysterically and goes insane. Instead of showing sympathy at such a typical melodramatic moment, the unrelenting camera pulls away from the deranged women.
Seen in a high-angled shot, the four emotional women look ludicrous and trivialized, surrounded by a circle of stylish luxury sofas. Thus, the film ends abruptly on a schizophrenic scene, showing the mad woman's entrapment between nostalgic fantasies and disillusioning reality. The constant reproduction of the fetishization of feminine youth in mass culture leads to a misogynist demonization of the post-menopausal woman. While the sexualized and fertile youthful female body is set as the ahistorical gender norm, the middle-aged woman's body is considered to be abnormal, unfeminine, deficient, dirty and pathological -it 'can contribute neither to the continuity of the species nor to the pleasure of men' (Lock 1993: 366) . Subject to the regulation of medical science, psychoanalytic theories and popular discourse, 'the Menopausal Woman remains essentialized, a universal figure who smells faintly of old age, decrepitude, and death' (Lock 1993: xxxii 
Spectral aesthetics or consumer aesthetics?
Although referencing landmark historical events and women's political agency, Ning
Ying chooses to circumscribe the master narrative by exploring individualized history and fragmented memories. At odds with the assertive speaking subject position reconstructed in a 'new language of desire' and excessive (oral) pleasures, the visual aesthetics of the film is marked by a dehistoricized spectral surrealism dominated by temporal stagnancy, physical decay, supernatural nightmares and (self-)imprisonment (Mulvey 2000: 285) .
Throughout the film, except for the final sequence, the camera rarely explores beyond the boundary of the self-contained space of the courtyard house. The opening credits are superimposed on a freeze-frame shot from the inside of the window: the window frame dissects the still view of the courtyard and a phallic high-rise in the distance. Destroying the symmetry of the frame composition, the modern high-rise seems to pose a threat to the cavernous feminine interior. This freeze-frame shot is repeated in later sequences and complemented by multiple long takes strictly framed by doors, walls, mirrors, windows and furniture. In the following sequences, a series of bird's eye shots of the rooftop constantly frame the courtyard like the sealed space of an oversized coffin or tomb. A traditional-style heavy gate guards its entrance and seals out the rapidly changing and chaotic outside world.
Marking a private interior, this highly introspective and retrospective space is enveloped in such greyish and misty lighting that one can easily lose track of time, failing to tell whether it is day or night, past or present, dream or reality. Frequent shots of overimposition and merging of women's bodies, domestic items and courtyard trees on windowpanes enhance the sense of disorientation. Lost in the flow of time, the isolated and self-contained feminine space is reminiscent of the mother's womb, 'secret and sealed like the tomb' that buries alive the women's yearnings, desires and memories (Beauvoir 1952: 165) . This spatial interiorization goes hand in hand with the film's focus on female desire, which reverts the root of the daughter generation's anxiety to the biological, the corporeal. Images of goldfish imprisoned in a fish tank, a dying chicken struggling in the kitchen sink and a lonely sparrow entrapped in the attic highlight the vulnerability and decline of the powerless and immobilized body. 14 Buried in the finely designed and stylized mise-en-scène of the sealed-off space, the ghostly existences are reified as privatized and collectible artefacts. As a 'replay of empty stereotypes', they are displayed side by side with costly antique pieces, imported red wine, a Turkish coffee pot and a speechless domestic servant (Jameson 1998: 189) .
The political and cultural critique implied by these ghostly existences are colonized by consumer aesthetics and displaced into a silent testimony to the female elites' classy lifestyle and accumulation of 'symbolic capital' (Bourdieu 1984: 291) . Deprived of its dangerous edge, the consumable spectral aesthetics leads to a perpetual reproduction of decontextualized, deterritorialized and self-referential fragments and phantasmagoric memories.
This spectral aesthetics of consumption also permeates the chicken-eating scene.
The poetic name, sumptuous packaging, exquisite tea sets and silverware, and meticulous service of a bunch of delivery women and men of this unsightly dish resonate with many other signs of commodity aesthetics in the mise-en-scène. Rather than assert an autonomous desiring subject, the intrusion of the commodity aesthetics makes the consuming women an essential link in the operation of the consumer economy. In a sequence of oversized blow-up visuals that take up the whole screen, the well-trimmed, long-nailed and pallid chicken feet look like an extension of the bodies of the voracious women. Lala's admiration of the chicken feet complements this visual effect of doubling.
Sucking gently the chicken feet and then her own fingers in a flirtatious manner, she makes a self-referential observation of the four women's gluttonous consumption and the chicken's dead body to be consumed: 'Look at these long nails! The chicken must have had an insatiable desire before it was killed'.
This grotesque sequence of self-consuming and self-scrutinizing cannibals not only resonates with the earlier sequence of Niuniu in the mirror but also hearkens back to Lu Xun's iconic metaphor of 'wandering spirit' in his essay 'Mujie wen'/'The epitaph'.
As a double of the narrator, the spirit 'takes the form of a serpent with poisonous fangs.
Instead of biting others, it bites itself, so it perishes'.
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As if a gendered re-enactment of the gruesome scene of self-biting, the chickenfeet sequence also smacks of intellectuals' anxiety around soul-searching and subjectbuilding. The animal corpse acts as an exteriorization of the interior desire of the consuming woman, visualizing the self-destructive relationship of the desiring subject of consumer and their desired object of consumption. Enmeshed in the consumerist culture Ban Wang reads this selfconsuming allegory as a failed act of self-anatomy and self-understanding, 'a doomed effort to wrest some vestiges of "subjectivity" from a corpse ' (1997: 88) .
as both the consumer and the consumed, these women are destined to fail in their endeavour to inscribe stable meanings through their self-indulgent act of consumption.
The interchangeability of the desiring subject and the desirable object calls into question the binarism of subject vs object. Just like the self-consuming 'wandering spirit' under Lu
Xun's pen, the bold practice of self-exploration and self-anatomy has only brought a profound sense of futility and contradiction that destabilizes the effort of establishing a coherent and assertive subject.
This sense of futility and loss comes back to haunt the characters and audiences in the last scene, the only sequence shot outside the courtyard house. In this final sequence, the camera cruises the wide, empty highway that extends endlessly and merges into 'who takes visual possession of the city', the three women are at loss, like aimless drifters with aimless visions floating over the urban façade (Wilson 1992: 98) . In the closing crane shot, the camera slowly pulls upward and moves away from the three isolated women walking alone in an urban a space of emptiness, highlighting a sense of melancholy and alienation rather than togetherness. Accompanying this long take of 20 bleak visuals unfolding in the disenchanted time of modern Beijing, a non-diegetic 'Chinese blues' composed by Liu Suola swells, reminding the viewers of schizophrenic Lala left behind, the spectral Other to the three women marching forward. This imagined 'wandering spirit' lurking between postmodern high-rises reveals the daughter generation's profound sense of 'nostalgia for nostalgia', a 'wish to be haunted; to long for the great passions that now exist only in the past' (Jameson 1998: 189) .
Class, market and re-domestication
Analogous to the disconnection between the excessive verbal pleasures of an assertive desiring subject and the spectral visual aesthetics of decay and dissolution, the film 'anthropological/third person perspective' (White 1997: 8) .
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This highlighted male-male friendship strikes a sharp contrast with the absence of female-female bonding in Perpetual Motion. Furthermore, the failure to communicate, interact and bond with each other also marks the alienated relationship between the four elite middle-aged women and Zhang Mama, the only working class elderly woman in this film. The maternal role defied by the childless elite women is displaced onto the image of this domestic servant who acts as a caretaker, always busily labouring to arrange everything needed by Niuniu and her friends. Thus, gender hierarchy is displaced onto class hierarchy as the normative gender role of maternal nurturer is relayed to other working-class women (and men), whose labour guarantees the fulfilment of the classy suzhi (quality) displayed by the cultured female elites. 16 Zhang Mama, in her monochromatic clothing, is often shown as a nearly indistinguishable part of the dark background, standing side by side with furniture, household items and appliances. Compared with the four elite women's endless and selfindulgent talking, Zhang Mama speaks few words throughout the film, like the ubiquitous but silent body of the large group of dagongmei/migrant women workers in urban space.
As a result, Zhang Mama's expressionless face remains an impenetrable surface with no psychological depth or female subjectivity. To the audiences, the camera simply reveals the physical movements of the laboring body of an aged working-class woman. Her inscrutable corporeality visualizes more about 'differences within women' than sexual differences between men and women (Lauretis 1985: 165, original emphasis) . There is no way that her post-menopausal experience can be articulated.
On the one hand, her silent existence highlights the fact that the introspective exploration of 'the perpetual motion of the inner world' is a privilege enjoyed by the 
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Although Perpetual Motion is intended to be anathema to this type of middle-class melodrama, it stumbles back into the model it aims to transcend.
While posing as unabashed 'consumers' of men, these celebrity women are at the same time consumed by the entertainment section of tabloids thriving in contemporary China's commercial culture. The enclosure of an interiorized niche of the upper class is constantly penetrated by a voyeuristic gaze, which mocks Ning Ying's denouncement of a male-centred viewing position. As a result, the feminist exploration of the 'perpetual motion' of women's inner worlds turns out to generate 'perpetual stereotypes' about middle-aged women of domestic melodramas (Podvin 2006: n.p.) . No wonder a male critic shows sympathy to Lala's mental breakdown at the end of the film, and suggests that the solution to post-menopausal women's problem is to build more modern psychiatric clinics so they can become more healthy, feminine and civilized (Jin 2006: 22) .
Conclusion
Discussing the 'Fourth Generation' film-maker Xie Jin's Furong zhen/Hibiscus Town (1986), Nick Browne argues that unlike western melodramas emphasizing sexual differences and women's domesticity, Xie's political melodrama acts as 'the nexus between public and private life, a mode in which gender as a mark of difference is a limited, mobile term activated by distinctive social powers and historical circumstances ' (1994: 43) . 19 Deviating from the aesthetics of classic cinema, the Chinese New Wave has modified this politicized melodramatic tradition. Transcribing sexual differences in spatial politics, recent award-winning films such as Piaoliang mama/Breaking the Silence (Sun Zhou, 2000) , Tuya de hunshi/Tuya's Marriage (Wang Quan'an, 2006) and Zuoyou/In Love We Trust (Wang Xiaoshuai, 2007) tend to reduce complex social problems into domestic melodramas about women's marital crises and moral dilemmas.
Even the acclaimed 'women's film' Nüxing shijie/The Feminine World (1991) directed by Dong Kena, another daughter generation woman film-maker, also represents middleaged women's 'excessive shehuixing/sociality' as a gendered disease that needs to be cured for the maintenance of 'their physical and emotional "home"' (Yan 2003a: 88) .
This spatial segregation and enclosure reduce the complex relations of women and history into a singular mode. While history has been decontextualized and deterritorialized into a cultural sign, signifying the universal and eternal male-centred power structure, women are abstracted as the embodiment of the pure feminine interior uncontaminated by the 'dirty' politics or money of the 'masculine' outside. Seeking to resist the hegemony of a male-centred 'master narrative', this type of introspective narrative has become so prevalent that it turns out to be a new 'master narrative', rendering women pre-discursive and apolitical animals situated at the heart of the domestic interior. As Teresa de Lauretis puts it, '"the personal is political" all too often translates into "the personal instead of the political" ' (1985: 167) .
Displaying an ambivalent relationship with this narrative of feminine interiority, Perpetual Motion best illustrates the daughter generation film-maker's strategies for and predicaments in dealing with the profound tensions between the film's radical antidomesticity gesture and its marketing orientation towards re-domestication; between elitist self-expression and cross-class female solidarity built on inter-subjective communication; and between reconstructing the daughter generation's subject position 26 and historical agency and projecting a strong sense of futility and (self-)imprisonment embedded in spectral aesthetics and interiorized feminism.
